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Abstract The high order shock detection algorithm employing the high order multi-
resolution (MR) analysis (Harten in J Comput Phys 49:357–393, 1983) for identifying the
smooth and non-smooth stencils has been employed extensively in the hybrid schemes,
such as the hybrid compact-weighted essentially non-oscillatory finite difference scheme, for
solving hyperbolic conservation laws containing both discontinuous and complex fine scale
structures. However, the accuracy and efficiency of the hybrid scheme depend heavily on the
setting of a user defined ad hoc and problem dependent parameter, namely, MR tolerance
εMR . In this study, we improve the outlier-detection algorithm based on the Tukey’s boxplot
method as proposed by Vuik et al. (SIAM J Sci Comput 38:A84–A104, 2016) for solving
the hyperbolic conservation laws with the hybrid scheme. By incorporating the global mean
of the data in the definition of fences in each segmented subdomain, spurious false positive
of the discontinuities can be eliminated. The improved outlier-detection algorithm essen-
tially removes the need of specifying the MR Tolerance εMR , and thus greatly improves the
robustness of the hybrid scheme. The accuracy, efficiency and robustness of the improved
hybrid scheme with the shock detection algorithm using the high order MR analysis and
the improved outlier-detection algorithm are demonstrated with numerous classical one-
and two-dimensional examples of the shallow water equations and the Euler equations with
discontinuous solutions.
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1 Introduction

The two-dimensional nonlinear system of hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms
can be written compactly as

∂Q
∂t

+ F(Q)x + G(Q)y = S, (1)

together with appropriate initial and boundary conditions in a Cartesian domain. It is well-
known that the solution of Eq. (1) could create both fine complex smooth and large strong
gradient flow structures dynamically in space and time, such as shallow water equations and
Euler equations.

Characteristic-wise weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) conservative finite dif-
ference schemes, as a class of high order/resolution nonlinear scheme for solutions of Eq.
(1) in the presence of shocks and small scale structures, was initially developed by [17] (for
details and history of the WENO scheme, see [3,4,29] and references therein). However, the
WENO scheme is fairly complex to implement, computationally expensive and too dissi-
pative for certain classes of problems. A natural way to alleviate some of these difficulties
is to construct a hybrid scheme conjugating a nonlinear WENO scheme in the non-smooth
stencils with a linear method in the smooth stencils [6,10,21,24,28]. The key issue in any
hybrid scheme is the design of an accurate, robust, and efficient high order shock detection
algorithm that is capable of determining the smoothness of the solution at any given grid
point and at any given time.

In the last two decades, many shock detection methods have been developed. Giacinto
and Valorani [11] presented a method for the numerical solution of inviscid flows with dis-
continuities in the quasi-one-dimensional unsteady problems. Kanamori and Suzuki [18,19]
presented a shock wave detection method based on the theory of characteristics for the
two-dimensional flows. Li et al. [21,22] showed the comparison among several low order
smoothness indicators used in a hybrid upwind-WENO scheme for solving hyperbolic con-
servation laws and shallow water equations. Oliveira et al. [23] proposed a new effective
shock/discontinuity detector by using the ratio of the truncation errors on the coarse and fine
grid and the local ratio of the left- and right-hand slope. Recently, Don et al. [8] proposed the
conjugate Fourier shock detector which uses the conjugate Fourier partial sum and its deriva-
tive in detecting discontinuities in a function. It is a parameter free technique and successfully
has been employed in the high order hybrid Compact-WENO finite difference scheme for
solving hyperbolic conservation laws. Costa et al. [6,7] described the arbitrary order multi-
resolution (MR) analysis by Harten [12] for identifying the non-smooth and smooth stencils
in the hybrid scheme. Generally speaking, high orderMR analysis is preferable to a low order
shock detector and the conjugate Fourier shock detector in the high order hybrid scheme for
its efficiency (with its O(N ) floating point operations count).

However, shock detection algorithms based on the MR analysis require user to specify an
ad hoc and problem dependent parameterMR tolerance εMR (see Sect. 2.2 for details). Vuik et
al. [33] used Tukey’s boxplot method [30] to pinpoint the locations of discontinuities by the
outlier-detection algorithm, which identifies the corresponding outliers from the coefficients
obtained via the troubled-cell indicator algorithm. The outliers are those coefficients that
stray far beyond the others. The false detection of outliers was overcome by comparing
the coefficients with the fences of the neighboring local regions. With this technique, the
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problem dependent parameter in the modified multiwavelet troubled-cell indicator [34], the
KXRCFshockdetector [20], and theminmod-basedTVB indicator [5] has effectively become
unnecessary and the algorithm has been successfully used in detecting the troubled cells in
the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method.

This study devises an improved version of outlier-detection algorithm for solving the
hyperbolic conservation laws using the hybrid Compact-WENO finite difference scheme [8]
(Hybrid) with the high order MR analysis. In the outlier-detection algorithm, the physical
domain is segmented into a set of subdomain containing around 10−20 grid points and the
outlier-detection algorithm is then applied to each subdomain to identify the location of the
grid point where the solution is non-smooth. Due to the sensitivity of the boxplot method of
a slightly perturbed smooth function (consider a constant function with a small perturbation
in the order of roundoff error at one grid point), the boxplot method can misjudge the small
perturbed point as an outlier and flag it as a non-smooth stencil. We modify the definition of
the fences in the original outlier-detection algorithm ofVuik et al. [33] by including the global
mean of the data set. The improved algorithm enhances the robustness of the shock-detection
algorithm by removing the false positive outliers which resulted from a small perturbation
of the data set and from the segmentation of the physical domain. Examples are given to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the improved outlier-detection algorithm with piecewise
analytical functions and the solution of the extended shock-density interaction problem. We
further investigate the capability of this interesting technique for solving the shallow water
equations and Euler equations with the Hybrid scheme. Numerous classical one- and two-
dimensional examples of the shocked flow are presented to investigate the performance (in
terms of accuracy and efficiency) of the Hybrid scheme with the improved outlier-detection
algorithm and compared with the MR shock detection algorithm using the MR Tolerance
εMR .

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly review the algorithm of hybrid
Compact-WENO finite difference scheme and the definition of MR analysis. In Sect. 3,
Tukey’s boxplot method is briefly introduced and employed in the MR analysis. In Sect. 4,
several one- and two-dimensional shocked problems are simulated and their results are dis-
cussed. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.

2 Hybrid Schemes

2.1 The Hybrid Compact-WENO Finite Difference Scheme

In this section, we present the temporal-spatial adaptive algorithm of the higher order hybrid
Compact-WENO finite difference scheme that is used for solving both the shallow water
equations and the Euler equations [8,37]. The details for implementation of the numerical
schemes (the sixth order compact finite difference scheme, the fifth order characteristic-
wise WENO finite difference scheme with the global Lax–Friedrichs flux splitting via the
Roe eigensystem, the eighth order finite difference filtering and the third order Runge–
Kutta TVD scheme) used in this study can be found in [8,37] and will not be described in
this paper. Other temporal-spatial adaptive hybrid algorithms using different shock-detection
algorithms/troubled-cell indicators, for example [6,10,21,24,28] can be used as an alternative
method of [8,37]. Interested readers are referred to references and contained therein for the
details.
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The algorithm consists of four main steps: (1) at the beginning of a Runge–Kutta time
step, determine the smoothness of solution at a given grid point, (2) setup a buffer zone
around the non-smooth grid point, (3) determine the derivative of the flux with the WENO
finite difference scheme at the non-smooth grid points and with the compact finite difference
scheme otherwise, and (4) at the end of the Runge–Kutta time step, stabilize the solution by
a finite difference filtering.

Algorithm: (Hybrid Compact-WENO finite difference scheme)

1. Perform the smoothness analysis of the solution (typically, density ρ) via a shock-
detection algorithm (for example, multi-resolution analysis) once at the beginning of
the Runge–Kutta time step. These steps are described in more detail below.

2. Create a buffer zone around each non-smooth grid point xi such that all grid points inside
the buffer zone are flagged as the non-smooth stencils.

If, for example, a grid point xi is flagged as a non-smooth stencil, then its neighboring
grid points {xi−m, . . . , xi , . . . , xi+m} will also be designated as the non-smooth stencils.
(Typically, m = r , where 2r − 1 is the order of the WENO scheme.)

3. Compute the derivative of the fluxes at each cell center by

• (Non-smooth WENO stencils): the WENO-Z scheme.
• (Smooth compact stencils): the compact finite-difference scheme. The numerical

fluxes on the non-smooth stencils obtained by the WENO-Z scheme are saved and
automatically used as the internal boundary fluxes needed by the compact scheme.

4. Stabilize the Hybrid scheme at the end of the Runge–Kutta time step.

• An eighth order finite difference filtering [31] is applied in the smooth stencils to
stabilize the Hybrid Compact-WENO scheme.

2.2 Multi-resolution Analysis

The general idea of multi-resolution (MR) analysis [12] is to generate a coarser grid of
averages of the point values of a function and measure the differences (MR coefficients)
di between the interpolated values from this sub-grid and the point values themselves. It
has been successfully employed in the high order hybrid schemes [6–8,37]. Since the MR
coefficients di will be used in the improved outlier-detection algorithm, we will give a brief
description of the MR analysis here (see [6] for a more detailed exploration of the subject).

Given an initial number of the grid points N0 + 1 and grid spacing �x0 in the domain
[0, 1], we shall consider a set of nested dyadic grids up to level L < log2 N0,

Gk = {xki , i = 0, . . . , Nk}, 0 ≤ k ≤ L , (2)

where xki = i�xk with �xk = 2k�x0, Nk = 2−k N0 and the cell averages of function u at
xki :

ūki = 1

�xk

∫ xki

xki−1

u(x)dx . (3)

Let ũk2i−1 be the approximation to ūk2i−1 by a unique polynomial of degree nMR = 2s that
interpolates ūki+l , |l| ≤ s at xki+l , where q = 2s + 1 is the order of approximation .
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The approximation error (or multi-resolution coefficients), taking k = 1 for a single-level
MR, di = ū02i−1 − ũ02i−1 at xi , has the property that if u(x) is a C p−1 function, then

di ≈
⎧⎨
⎩

[
u(p)
i

]
�x p

1 p ≤ q

u(q)
i �xq1 p > q

, (4)

where [·] and (·) denote the jump ([ fi ] = | fi+1 − fi |) and the derivatives of the function
( f (p)

i = d p

dx p f (xi )), respectively. The MR coefficient di measures how close the data at the
finer grid can be interpolated by the data at the coarser grid.

Hence, one can determine the local smoothness of the function at a given point using the
MR coefficients di and set the MR flag, Flagi at xi , as

Flagi =
{
1, |di | > εMR Non-smooth,

0, otherwise Smooth,
(5)

where εMR is the MR tolerance and it is a user tunable parameter.
The performance of the MR analysis in detecting discontinuities is sensitive to the choice

of εMR , which is usually a problem dependent parameter. An inappropriate choice of εMR

might result in a less accurate detection of the smooth and non-smooth stencils. If a smooth
stencil is misjudged as a non-smooth stencil, the nonlinear WENO scheme will increase the
dissipation and dispersion errors, increase the computational cost, and reduce the overall
efficiency of the hybrid scheme. On the other hand, if a non-smooth stencil is misjudged
as a smooth stencil, the linear compact finite difference scheme will generate numerical
oscillations around a discontinuity or a high gradient which is detrimental to the accuracy
and stability of the hybrid scheme.

3 Tukey’s Boxplot Method

In order to reduce the influence and the sensitivity (or equivalently speaking, to increase
the robustness) of the MR tolerance εMR in the performance (in terms of stability, accuracy
and efficiency) of the hybrid scheme, the recent idea in the troubled-cell indicator proposed
by [33] that uses the statistical approach in data analysis, or more specifically, the Tukey’s
boxplot method, seems very promising. A Tukey’s boxplot method is often used to detect
outliers of data in statistics [9,30,32]. The outliers are those data that fall far away from the
median of the data set. We hypothesize here that discontinuities or shocks are singular and
rare energetic finite events in the solution of hyperbolic conservation laws and behave like the
outliers. One key property of this method is that most if not all ’false positives’, if any, can be
eliminated if the distribution of data is well behaved (i.e., Gaussian [14]). Another important
property is that it is not necessary to specify the number of possible outliers in advance. Here,
we will briefly review an outlier-detection (OD) algorithm as proposed in [33], which was
used as the troubled-cell indicator for finding troubled cells in the discontinuous Galerkin
(DG) method. We refer to [33] for the detailed descriptions on the OD algorithm.

We begin by introducing the definitions of quartiles in statistics. Given a data set d, it is
first sorted in an ascending order to form a new data set ds , that is, ds = (ds0, d

s
1, . . . , d

s
N ),

where ds0 ≤ ds1 ≤ ... ≤ dsN . The first quartile Q1 is defined as Q1 = (1− g)dsj−1 + gdsj , with
g = j − �(N + 4)/2�/2, which is the middle between the smallest value and the median of
the data set ds . The third quartile Q3 is defined correspondingly as the middle between the
largest value and the median of the data set ds .
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To identify the potential outlier(s) in the data set ds , fences F1 = Q1 − α�Q and
F3 = Q3 + α�Q with �Q = Q3 − Q1, as proposed by Tukey [30], are defined. Using
the fences, one defines the domain � f = [F1, F3]. With these definitions, any data dsk that
lies outside � f (dsk /∈ � f ) is considered to be an outlier and we set the WENO flag at its
corresponding grid point Flagi(k) = 1, where i(k) is the grid index corresponding to the
original data set d before sorting. Otherwise, we set Flagi = 0. The choice of (α = 3) is
commonly used in the literature [9,13,15,16,26,27]. We shall refer the algorithm described
above as the original OD algorithm.

The original OD algorithm can be applied to the MR coefficients di as described in the
previous section without the need to specify the MR tolerance εMR . Due to the large number
of grid points used in resolving fine scale structures in a typical numerical solution of a
hyperbolic PDEs, it is recommended that the full physical domain be segmented into n
subdomains with m MR coefficients di before applying the original OD algorithm [33]. In
this paper, we use m = 20.

However, this segmentation procedure might falsely identify more discontinuities than
actually existed. To illustrate this issue, let us consider the following two test functions with
discontinuities in the function and its first derivative

f1(x) =
{−|x | + 0.6, if |x | ≤ 0.55,
0.1, otherwise,

, f2(x) =
{ |x |, if |x | ≥ 0.55,
0.2, otherwise.

. (6)

The performance of the original OD algorithm applied to the MR coefficients di of these
two functions is shown in Fig. 1. The results show multiple false positive identification of
smooth stencils as the non-smooth stencils. This will impact negatively on the performance
of the hybrid scheme.

To correct this issue, wemodify the definition of the fences to be F1 = min{−Qmean, Q1−
α�Q} and F3 = max{Qmean, Q3 + α�Q}, where Qmean = (

∑N
i=0 |di |)/(N + 1) measures

the global mean energy of the data. When the solution is relatively smooth, di is relatively
small, which in turn implies that Qmean is also substantially small. The appearance of shock
will increase the di to a large value and Qmean will correspondingly increase substantially
(see [8] for details and examples).

The performance of the original OD algorithm after the inclusion of Qmean applied to the
functions above is shown in Fig. 1. All discontinuities are properly identified and no false
positive identification of smooth stencils as non-smooth stencils has been observed. We shall
refer to this improved version as the improved OD algorithm.

Remark 1 As an alternative method, the false detection of outliers was overcome by com-
paring the coefficients with the fences of the neighboring local regions. We refer to page
A93 in [33] for details. However, since the fence in subdomain S j , Fj , only depends on the
MR coefficients di in S j , and is independent of data in S j±1, the shock in S j should not
be compared with the neighboring subdomains. For example, in the case that there is a big
shock in S0 and a small shock in the first part of S1, the fence F0 is a large value and the MR
coefficients di in subdomain S1 are smaller than F0 but greater than F1. In this worse case
scenario, the smaller shock cannot be identified by the original OD method as illustrated in
Fig. 2, where the test function f3(x) is

f3(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩
0, −0.4 ≤ x ≤ −0.1,
1, −0.1 < x ≤ 0.02,
0.6, 0.02 < x ≤ 0.4.

(7)

To compare the performance between the original and improved OD algorithm, we con-
sider the one-dimensional shock-density wave interaction problem (see Sect. 4.2.1) in which
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Fig. 1 The non-smooth stencils of (left) f1(x) and (right) f2(x) identified by the (top) original and (bottom)
improved OD algorithms with N = 200
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Fig. 2 The non-smooth stencils of f3(x) identified by the (left) original OD algorithm in [33] and (right) the
improved OD algorithm with N = 80

the density solution consists of a Mach 3 shock, a highly localized fine scale structure and
a series of developing shocklets. From the temporal history of the WENO Flag as shown
in Fig. 3, it is clear that the Hybrid scheme using the MR analysis with the improved OD
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Fig. 3 The one-dimensional shock-density wave interaction problem. The temporal history of the WENO
Flag identified by (left) the original OD algorithm and (right) the improved OD algorithm with N = 800 as
solved by the hybrid compact-WENO finite difference scheme

algorithm captures the non-smooth stencils correctly and more precisely than the original
OD algorithm.

Remark 2 Since the global vector d consists of 2n coefficients in the DG method, m = 16
was used [33]. We also testedm = 16 in the following examples and obtained similar results
which are omitted in this paper. Furthermore, M.J. Vuik recommended that the length of
local vectors should be at least in the order of 10−20 for a boxplot method to be statistically
meaningful.

In the two-dimensional problems, the improved OD algorithm is applied in the x- and y-
directions respectively. The mean Qmean in the x- and y-directions is computed separately,
to obtain Qmean;x and Qmean;y .

In the following discussion, we shall denote the hybrid Compact-WENO finite differ-
ence scheme using the MR analysis with the MR tolerance εMR and with the improved
OD algorithm as the shock-detection algorithm (MRQ analysis) as the Hybrid-MR scheme
and Hybrid-MRQ scheme respectively, and collectively refer to both schemes as the
Hybrid schemes. Unless stated otherwise, in the examples and discussion that follow,
we shall use exclusively the improved OD algorithm and refer to it simply as the OD
algorithm.

4 Numerical Results

To demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the Hybrid-MRQ scheme, we show a detailed
comparison with the pure fifth order WENO-Z scheme and Hybrid-MR scheme by using
several standard one- and two-dimensional examples of shocked flows. The WENO per-
centage is defined as the percentage of non-smooth stencils solved by the WENO-Z scheme
in the whole domain. In all the examples, the third order TVD Runge–Kutta method with
CFL = 0.45 is used for time integration in solving the system of ODEs resulted from the
spatial discretization.
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4.1 Shallow Water Equations

The two-dimensional shallow water equations are a specific case of the model problem Eq.
(1) with

Q = (h, hu, hv)T , F = (hu, hu2 + 1

2
gh2, huv)T , G = (hv, huv, hv2 + 1

2
gh2)T ,

S = (0,−ghbx ,−ghby)
T ,

where h is the water height, (u, v)T is the velocity vector, b(x, y) is the bottom topography
and g = 9.812 is the gravitational constant. The well-balanced technique [36] is used in
the Hybrid schemes to reformulate the source terms to maintain the exact C-property and to
resolve the small perturbations.

4.1.1 Discontinuous Bottom Topography

We consider a one-dimensional test case on a step bottom. The computational domain is
[−10, 10]. The bottom topography is in the form of Heaviside function [1]

b(x) =
{
0, if x ≤ 0,
1, otherwise.

Two types of initial conditions are used:

• 1-rarefaction and 2-shocks problem

h(x, 0) =
{
4, if x ≤ 0,
1, otherwise,

u(x, 0) = 0. (8)

• 1-shock and 2-shocks problem

h(x, 0) =
{
4, if x ≤ 0,
1, otherwise,

u(x, 0) =
{
5, if x ≤ 0,
−0.9, otherwise.

(9)

The boundary conditions are reflective boundary conditions. The resulting nonlinear inter-
action of the discontinuous bottom topography and the system of nonlinear PDEs produces
a rarefaction wave propagating to the left and two shock waves traveling to the right for Eq.
(8) and three shocks traveling in opposite directions for Eq. (9) as shown in Fig. 4. The water
surface levels h + b computed by the Hybrid schemes with N = 400 cells at time t = 1
agree well with the reference solution computed by the WENO-Z scheme with N = 2000
cells and with those given in [21]. The solutions are essentially free of spurious numerical
oscillations. The locations of the shocks are well identified by the shock detection algorithm
using MR analysis with the MR tolerance εMR = 1 × 10−3 and the OD algorithm.

Table 1 presents the CPU times, speedup factor and WENO percentage in the simulations
solved by the WENO-Z and Hybrid schemes with different resolutions. From the tables, we
can observe that the Hybrid schemes are faster, and at high resolution (N = 2000), can be
three times faster than the WENO-Z scheme. The Hybrid-MRQ scheme is slightly faster
than the Hybrid-MR scheme under three different resolutions even though it requires extra
computation of finding the outliers. Furthermore, the non-smooth stencils identified by the
MRQ analysis are slightly less than those found by the MR analysis. The results computed
by the Hybrid-MR scheme are similar to those computed by the Hybrid-MRQ scheme in the
following shallow water examples. For clarity, we omit those results in the paper from this
point on.
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Fig. 4 (Top) 1-rarefaction and 2-shocks problem and (bottom) 1-shock and 2-shocks problem. (Left) The
water surface level h + b at time t = 1 and temporal history of the WENO Flag identified by (middle) the
MR analysis and (right) the MRQ analysis

Table 1 The CPU times (in second), percentage of the WENO-Z scheme, and speedup factors (SF) of the
WENO-Z and Hybrid schemes

N WENO-Z Hybrid-MR Hybrid-MRQ

CPU CPU SF Percentage (%) CPU SF Percentage (%)

1-rarefaction and 2-shocks problem

200 0.035 0.018 1.94 18.0 0.017 2.06 13.0

400 0.137 0.068 2.01 9.0 0.051 2.69 7.0

2000 3.293 1.110 2.97 1.9 1.107 2.97 1.7

1-shock and 2-shocks problem

200 0.056 0.032 1.75 28.0 0.028 2.00 17.0

400 0.345 0.201 1.72 14.5 0.194 1.78 10.5

2000 5.381 1.696 3.17 2.7 1.683 3.20 2.2

4.1.2 Two-Dimensional Dam-Breaking Problem

In this part, the two-dimensional dam-breaking problem is considered to investigate the
performance of the Hybrid-MRQ scheme. The computational domain is [0, 200]2. The width
of the dam is set to be 5 and the breach is located from x = 97 to x = 102 and between
y = 95 and y = 175. The boundary conditions are reflective at the top and bottomboundaries,
and inflow and outflow boundary conditions are imposed in the left and right boundaries
respectively. The final time is t = 7.2. The initial conditions are

h(x, y, 0) =
{
10, if x ≤ 100,
5, otherwise,

hu(x, y, 0) = hv(x, y, 0) = 0.
(10)
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Fig. 5 Two-dimensional dam-breaking problem. (Left) The water surface level h + b and (middle) Flagx and
(right) Flagy identified by the MRQ analysis under resolution 400 × 400 at time t = 7.2

Table 2 Two-dimensional dam-breaking problem

N × M WENO-Z MR MRQ

CPU CPU SF Percentage (%) CPU SF Percentage (%)

200 × 200 108.9 48.7 2.24 25.3 44.9 2.43 16.9

400 × 400 428.5 144.6 2.96 14.5 147.0 2.92 10.8

The CPU times (in second), percentage of the WENO-Z scheme and speedup factors (SF) of the WENO-Z
and Hybrid schemes

We refer to the WENO Flag in x- and y-directions as Flagx and Flagy . The water
surface level h + b, Flagx and Flagy identified by the MRQ analysis at time t = 7.2 are
shown in Fig. 5. The sharp water front formed by the breaking of the dam is essentially free
of oscillations. The result reaches a good agreement with those shown in [2]. Table 2 shows
a comparison on the CPU times and speedup factors of the WENO-Z scheme, Hybrid-MRQ
scheme and Hybrid-MR scheme with εMR = 5 × 10−4. From the table, we can clearly find
that the Hybrid schemes allow a speedup up to a factor of two compared to the WENO-Z
scheme. The troubled-cell percentage of the MRQ indicator is about 8%(200 × 200) and
4%(400 × 400) lower than for the MR indicator.

4.2 Euler Equations

The two-dimensional Euler equations are another specific case of the model problem Eq. (1)
with

Q = (ρ, ρu, ρv, E)T , F = (ρu, ρu2 + P, ρuv, (E + P)u)T ,

G = (ρv, ρuv, ρv2 + P, (E + P)v)T ,

where ρ is density, E is the total energy, (u, v)T is the velocity vector, P = (γ − 1)(E −
1
2ρ(u2 + v2)) is the pressure and γ = 1.4 is the specific heat ratio of ideal gas.

4.2.1 One-Dimensional Shock-Density Wave Interaction Problem

In order to investigate the abilities of the Hybrid-MRQ scheme in solving the Euler equations,
we simulate the one-dimensional Mach 3 shock-density wave interaction problem [17] with
an extended domain until the final time t = 5. The initial conditions are
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Fig. 6 Shock-density wave interaction problem. The density ρ and WENO Flag identified by (top) the MR
analysis and (bottom) the MRQ analysis with N = 800 grid points at times t = 2.5 and t = 5 respectively

(ρ, u, P) =
{

( 27
7 , 4

√
35
9 , 31

3 ), −5 ≤ x < −4,
( 1 + ε sin(kx), 0, 1 ), −4 ≤ x ≤ 15,

where x ∈ [−5, 15], ε = 0.2 and k = 5.
The boundary conditions are reflective boundary conditions. The high frequency waves

behind the main shock are smooth functions but are often mis-identified as a strong gradient
by a lower order shock detection algorithm when the solution is slightly under-resolved [6].
In Fig. 6, the density ρ andWENOFlag (black line) identified by theMR andMRQ analysis
with N = 800 at times t = 2.5 and t = 5 are shown respectively. Obviously, both the shock
detectors capture the discontinuities, including both the main Mach 3 shock and developing
shocklets behind the high frequency waves, accurately. Table 3 shows a comparison on the
CPU times and speedup factors of the WENO-Z scheme, Hybrid-MRQ scheme and Hybrid-
MR scheme with εMR = 5 × 10−3. The WENO-Z percentage of the Hybrid-MR scheme is
5% more than that of the Hybrid-MRQ scheme at time t = 5.

4.2.2 Two-Dimensional Riemann Initial Value Problem

Next, we solve the classical two-dimensional Riemann problems with initial conditions as
follows
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Table 3 Shock-density wave interaction problem

Time WENO-Z MR MRQ

CPU CPU SF Percentage (%) CPU SF Percentage (%)

t = 2.5 1.089 0.665 1.64 13.0 0.663 1.64 13.0

t = 5.0 2.274 1.753 1.30 25.7 1.265 1.80 20.8

The CPU times (in second), percentage of the WENO-Z scheme, and speedup factors (SF) of the WENO-Z
and Hybrid schemes

Q = (P, ρ, u, v) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Q1 = (P1, ρ1, u1, v1), if x > x0 and y ≥ y0,
Q2 = (P2, ρ2, u2, v2), if x ≤ x0 and y ≥ y0,
Q3 = (P3, ρ3, u3, v3), if x ≤ x0 and y < y0,
Q4 = (P4, ρ4, u4, v4), if x > x0 and y < y0.

According to [25], there are 19 genuinely different admissible configurations for polytropic

gas, separated by three types of one-dimensional centered waves, namely, rarefaction-(
−→
R ),

shock-(
←−
S ), and contact-wave (J±). The arrows (−→· ) and (←−· ) indicate forward and backward

waves, and the superscripts+ and− refer to negative and positive contact waves respectively.
The computational configurations are identical to those given in [25] with a resolution of
400 × 400. We refer readers to [25] for details.

Two representative results of configurations (3, 12) as computed by the Hybrid schemes
are demonstrated here. Similar behavior of the Hybrid schemes is observed in the case of
other configurations, and hence, they are omitted.

• Configuration 3 . (
←−
R21,

←−
R32,

←−
R34,

←−
R41), (x0, y0) = (0.8, 0.8), t = 0.8.

Q =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

( 1.5, 1.5, 0, 0 )

( 0.3, 0.5323, 1.206, 0 )

( 0.029, 0.138, 1.206, 1.206 )

( 0.3, 0.5323, 0, 1.206 )

.

• Configuration 12. (
−→
S21, J+

32, J+
34,

−→
S41), (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.5), t = 0.25.

Q =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

( 0.4, 0.5313, 0, 0 )

( 1, 1, 0.7276, 0 )

( 1, 0.8, 0, 0 )

( 1, 1, 0, 0.7276 )

.

The density with flooded contours of configurations (3, 12) are shown in Fig. 7. The large
scale flow structures agree well with those in the literature [25]. TheWENO Flagx and Flagy
demonstrate that only a few grid points are contained in each non-smooth stencil verifying
the accuracy of theMRQ analysis. It is easy to find that the detection in the x- and y-direction
clearly show vertically and horizontally oriented discontinuities, respectively.

Table 4 presents the CPU times along with the speedup factor in the simulation of config-
urations (3, 12) with the WENO-Z scheme and the Hybrid schemes. From the results, one
can observe that the Hybrid schemes are substantially faster than the WENO-Z scheme with
a speedup factor increasing from 1.5 to 2.0 as the resolution increases. The WENO-Z per-
centage of the Hybrid-MR scheme with εMR = 1× 10−3 is slightly different from that of the
Hybrid-MRQ scheme at the low resolution 200× 200 in configurations (3, 12) respectively.
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Fig. 7 (Left) Density ρ, (middle) Flagx and (right) Flagy identified by the MRQ analysis with resolution
400 × 400 at time t = 0.25

Table 4 Two-dimensional Riemann initial value problem. The CPU times (in second), percentage of the
WENO-Z scheme, and speedup factors (SF) of the WENO-Z and Hybrid schemes

N WENO-Z MR MRQ

CPU CPU SF Percentage (%) CPU SF percentage (%)

Configuration 3

200 × 200 226.3 156.2 1.45 33.3 149.3 1.52 28.8

400 × 400 1922 922.0 2.08 19.2 967.2 1.99 19.4

Configuration 12

200 × 200 62.1 35.1 1.77 19.9 37.7 1.65 22.2

400 × 400 535.4 221.2 2.42 10.8 246.5 2.17 13.5

4.2.3 Two-Dimensional Mach 10 Double Mach Reflection Problem

Finally, the two-dimensional Mach 10 double Mach reflection (DMR) problem is considered
to illustrate the accuracy and efficiency of the Hybrid-MRQ scheme. The computational
domain is defined as [0, 4] × [0, 1]. The Mach 10 oblique shock makes contact with the
lower domain boundary at 60 degree angle with the horizontal x-axis. The initial conditions
are

Q = (ρ, u, v, P) =
{

(8, 8.25 cos θ,−8.25 sin θ, 116.5) , x < x0 + y/
√
3,

(1.4, 0, 0, 1) , x ≥ x0 + y/
√
3,

with x0 = 1
6 and θ = π/6. The final time is t = 0.2. Supersonic inflow and free-stream

outflow boundary conditions are specified at x = 0 and x = 4, respectively. At the lower
boundary y = 0, reflective boundary conditions are applied in the interval [x0, 4]. At the
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Fig. 8 Mach 10 DMR problem. (Left) Density ρ, (middle) Flagx and (right) Flagy identified by the MRQ
analysis with resolution 800 × 200 at time t = 0.2

Table 5 Mach 10 DMR problem

N WENO-Z MR MRQ

CPU CPU SF Percentage (%) CPU SF Percentage (%)

400 × 100 124.6 75.2 1.66 25.7 70.0 1.78 23.1

800 × 200 1043 454.1 2.30 16.0 455.7 2.29 13.8

The CPU times (in second), percentage of the WENO-Z scheme, and speedup factors (SF) of the WENO-Z
and Hybrid schemes

upper boundary y = 1, the exact solution of the Mach 10 moving oblique shock is imposed.
We refer to [35] for a detailed description of the DMR problem.

We run the Hybrid scheme with resolutions 400× 100 and 800× 200 respectively. In the
left figure of Fig. 8, we show the flooded contour of density which is comparable to that in the
literature [35]. The WENO Flagx and Flagy of the Hybrid-MRQ scheme capture the shock
locations well and are shown in the middle and right figures of Fig. 8 respectively. The CPU
times along with the speedup factor in the simulation of the DMR problemwith theWENO-Z
scheme and theHybrid scheme are shown in Table 5. TheWENO-Z percentage of theHybrid-
MRQ scheme is 2% less than that of the Hybrid-MR scheme with εMR = 1 × 10−3 under
two different resolutions. The Hybrid scheme demonstrates similar behavior in speeding up
the computation.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we have improved the outlier-detection algorithm based on the Tukey’s boxplot
method, which is used to identify outliers of the MR coefficients. The improved outlier-
detection algorithm improved the accuracy, efficiency, and robustness of the shock detection
algorithm by removing the need of the problem dependent MR tolerance parameter εMR

used in the high order hybrid compact-WENO finite difference scheme for solving Euler
and shallow water equations with the solutions containing discontinuities. We demonstrated
the enhanced performance of the high order hybrid scheme by solving numerous standard
examples in the shocked flows.
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